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WHAT'S BLOWING IN THE WIND  By Robert Williams

Languages are fluid --- especially modern English.  So we have to take the word "progressive" in context to know it's
meaning.  In the dictionary progressive connotes advancing,  moving forward,  modern,  getting better.   Politically liberal

progressives believe their agenda is just that.  Political conservatives disagree.  The difference is what policies and actions
represent "good",  or "getting better".  The word "good" and the words  "advancing", and "moving forward"  are
generalizations needing clarification.  Just what is "good" and who's good is involved, and in what way?  Moving forward

towards what? 

Such questions came up during the 2008 presidential campaign but were either dodged or not answered at all.  The big
emphasis was on "change" because the campaigners sensed the country was tired of the same ol' --- same ol'.  The
campaigners didn't dare clarify change because they were rightly afraid a lot of folks would then dislike the truth.  Never

mind the lack of qualifications or facts of life,   just sell change for change's sake and capitalize on the guilt and  reverse
prejudice to put a smooth talker into the oval office and a lot of politically-left "progressives" into congress,  cabinet

positions, and "czarships". 

Well,  we the people have now had a year to finally witness what the campaigners really meant by change.  A year of
radical change that bodes a reality not nearly as pleasant as many had hoped.  Changes that mounted our national debt to
impossible proportions,  changes that reduced the value of our dollars to guarantee inflation before full recovery from

recession, changes and proposed changes that abrade our constitutional individual liberties to an unprecedented extent. 
Changes that have already convinced our Islamist enemies to rejoice and intensify their efforts because they perceive us

now to be apologetic and morally weak. 

But we the people have finally begun to awaken from our slumbers.  There is a new glimmer of awareness --- a new
glimmer of hope that if we act soon and in sufficient numbers we may be able to turn back the worst of the tide.  But just

as in World War Two it will be a close call.  Like then, the enemies of freedom became quite powerful while we the people
slept.  They have already won major battles both within and without our country.  Just as in WWII, conservatives entered

the fray weakened and ill equipped for the well financed and well planned onslaught by those who had been infiltrating
and building power for many decades.  The destroyers of liberty and appeasers of our sworn enemies.  As it was in 1776
---  perhaps an earthy slogan is now appropriate in reference to arrogant government.  "You cram it down our throats and

we'll stuff it up your wahoo!"
  

Fortunately our country is still a large and resourceful nation.  As in WWII we can with sufficient unity and resolve win
back our eroding liberties inch by inch,  mile by mile,  sector by sector.  We can regain our popularity and the trust of

weaker nations who still aspire to the freedoms we have  not entirely lost.  As broke and in debt as we are,  we can
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nevertheless regain our fiscal health.  We still have the means if we can generate the will.  As it has always been,  it is the

will that counts.  The will to survive,  the will to prosper,  the will to be secure,  and the will to safeguard forever our
exceedingly precious constitutional rights. 

For 2010 let us here on the home front show our brave volunteer compatriots in the distant fields of battle that we too are

willing to fight to the last man and woman!   To protect the individual rights upon which our nation was founded ---  we
too will do whatever it takes!  We too are capable of resourcefulness, dedication,  and personal sacrifice! 

A MATTER OF DIGNITY  By Robert Williams

As pointed out in the article below by Robert Denham,  America has long been foremost in generosity to those less

fortunate.  There are two sides to that coin.  One side is compassion and the other side is compassion with dignity. The
first side can lead to dependency without the motive to change.  The true story I relate here illustrates the fruits of
compassion with dignity.

In 1906 a young couple just awarded their college degrees in education went to the small backwards kingdom of Korea

and after intensive study of the language started a boys school and a girls school in one of the more poverty stricken
regions of the land.  This couple charged tuition for the education they provided.  Not enough to run the schools without
philanthropic donations but enough to dignify the students who did various supportive work for the schools to earn their

tuition.  The couple fell under criticism by their American peers who thought everything should be given free to the poor. 
But the schools not only survived the brutal takeover of Korea by the Japanese but went on to grow and prosper until by

the 1930's the effort had expanded into college preparatory curricula, multiple sports, a demonstration farm and dairy,  a
silkworm project that produced silk and silk clothes,  a carpentry shop, a straw rope manufacturing facility, a beehive

facility, and a blacksmithery.   Products produced by the students were sold by the students throughout the region.

The students took much pride in their practical and academic accomplishments.  In spite of the country's repressive

political regime,  no graduate went back into poverty.  The school produced highly motivated young adults who went on to
become successful farmers,  businessmen, and professionals.  Some of them became ambassadors and other government

figures when Korea was liberated shortly after WWII.  My parents are both deceased,  but many still gratefully remember
them as founders of those schools.

HAITI AND AFRICA:  A TALE OF TWO PITIES  By Robert Denham

One of my  co-workers was telling everyone to send non-perishable food items and hygiene products to the Salvation
Army, and they'll get them to Haiti for the relief effort.  It's truly terrible, what has happened there; it's always terrible
when disaster strikes  anywhere, but especially a Third World country which can't fend for itself anyway. This situation

brought to mind a blog article I wrote years ago, about Africa, an entire continent of "Haitis", which is unendingly mired in
war, oppression, poverty, disease, suffering and misery.  When I wrote the article, yet another Epic Disaster of some type

or another was afflicting the Dark Continent and we were --- yet again, sending aid.  

Someone posted on that blog that misery was how those people lived, what they were used to as part of their culture--- and

that we should  respect that sort of culture.   To this day, I consider that statement to be one of the most asinine attitudes
I've ever read.  So, they WANT to live that way? They LIKE it? How stupid is that?  I mean; why would anyone want to be

able to leave their comfy house, with its shower and toilet, get into their car and go to the store, where they can buy any
item of food or clothing they desire?  Why would they ever want to be able to do that, when they can just starve in a shack

or mud hut, filthy and half-naked, urinating and defecating if they're lucky, in a bucket.  Walking to a slimy, stagnant,
diseased mudhole three miles away, to use as a community bathtub? Why would they ever want anything better?  It's
mushy-headed, goofball liberal thinking like that, which keeps these people mired in the misery they suffer. Not every

aspect of every culture must be unquestioningly respected.

Along with nearly every other "civilized" nation we send billions every year in monetary aid to bolster economies, give
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emergency humanitarian aid and  help the people with medicines and food.   My question is, when will we ever see a

return on our investment? When will they begin to use our supplies and money to pull things together at long long last. 
When will Africa drag itself out of its dark, smelly swamp of misery?  Many many tons of these supplies and much of the
money  never reaches  the people in need because it's confiscated or picked over by warlords, or military, or corrupt

officials;  thus wasting  much of what we do send.

Africa, indeed, the entire Third World, is essentially like one giant government housing project.  Endless cycles of poverty,
violence, and social dysfunction. The warlords and military juntas are the gangs and criminals which rule the Projects,

keeping the people in fear. There's no need for the people to better themselves however, because they know there's always
aid coming from somewhere. They'll just find another aid station or refugee camp.  Instead of Workfare it behaves more

like Welfare, and it represents the same type of trap.

Same with Haiti.  Poverty, despair and misery --- funded by unending flows of cash and aid that in the end only bolsters
the poverty, despair, and misery because there's no incentive to break the cycle.  The Haitian Marxist dictator Preval,
seems more concerned about earthquake damage done to his two palaces, rather than to his populace. No surprise there;

after all, he's a Marxist dictator. Comes with the title. Besides, poverty, despair, and misery go hand-in-hand with
Marxism.

Now...I know I'm gonna take it hard on the chin for this one, but...anthropologists tell us that Africa is where the first apes
stood and walked erect, eventually becoming Home Sapiens. That was...what? Maybe 1.5-2 million years back?  That

means, looking at the bottom line, that Africa has had around 2 million years to get its crap together.  Looked at from this
perspective, it should be the most advanced, prosperous continent on the entire planet.  But it is not.  Instead it remains

perennially fragmented, chaotic and backward.   Many of it's people still live as their ancestors did millennia ago.  Maybe
the early proto-humans looked around, correctly figured it for a lemon, and took off for greener pastures --- eventually

forming thriving, cohesive civilizations elsewhere and leaving Africa to become the cesspool it is today.

Now, for any humorless liberals reading this, it is intended as a kind of sarcasm.  However, I don't feel too sorry for them,
or any Third Worlders anymore, including the Haitians.  Corruption, disease, poverty.  Motivation is a solution to all these

things.  Stop helping them be poor.  Instead give them the tools and reasons to learn to fend for themselves. There just
comes a time--barring aid for actual disasters, of course ---to cut off the tap.  After all, "give a man a fish.....", and he'll
just keep coming back for more fish.

HEALTHCARE:  DEMOCRATIC HARI-KIRI,  OR SIMPLY VICTORY FOR BIG GOVERNMENT?  By Robert 

Denham

Behold---Obama’s “transparent”, “post-partisan” presidency; displaying heartwarming bipartisanship. Republicans were

utterly barred from attending any healthcare discussions. In the dead of night when few were watching the Senate passed
the murky, convoluted healthcare bill.   Sixty one percent of Americans don’t want Obamacare. Washington knows this,

yet insists upon ignoring constituents.

Obama promised not to raise taxes on those earning less than $250,000/year and technically he’s not.  However,  Insurance

rates will dramatically increase because of taxes and fees imposed on providers.  Economics 101: these will then get
passed to consumers--in all tax brackets--becoming an “indirect tax”. Doesn't matter what it's called,  the hammer comes

down regardless.
Besides, Obama’s lying.  Tax increases “abound” in the bill.  Also ignored, is the fact that energy costs are supposed to

increase dramatically.  That alone, combined with medical costs will allow only a few to afford private insurance within
less than a decade. Eventually the taxation and fees will erode private-sector competition, leaving only the One-Payer
system congress yearns for.  The inefficient, wasteful governmental bureaucracy of Obamacare.

Healthcare policies wouldn’t take effect until 2013, but fear not; we’ll start paying taxes on it right away. We might have a
few hundred billion to start with, lending the appearance that we have enough to pay for this scheme, but even the 
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Democrat-controlled Congressional Budget Office predicts we’ll quickly exhaust that income.   The ultimate cost will be

an achingly large sum; $1 trillion, estimated for the first ten years alone. After that, who knows?  With people seeking
“free” treatment for ailments and injuries they’d normally ignore or ride out, “free” abortions and sex-changes; tabs could
skyrocket.

Sixty one percent  of us recognize this as a bad thing.  Ten to twenty million Americans will still be left without coverage. 

Medicare will lose over $400 billion.  Some doctors, because they only receive a percentage of their fees, have already
stopped taking new Medicare patients. What happens when government covers everyone? Well, thanks to maddening red
tape and payment issues, incentives for going into medicine will diminish, resulting in decreases in numbers of healthcare

professionals. This subsequently will cause lengthened delays and quality concerns.

Everywhere universal healthcare is implemented, quality and efficiency suffer to some degree and “rationing” of care

results.
“Well,” liberals say, “insurance companies do that, now!” But, isn’t that what the liberals are trying to change? Cold,
calculating, discriminatory “greed”, swapped for the caring, compassionate, Socialist nanny-state? If it’s ultimately the

same, why bother?
Laws already exist requiring hospitals to treat anyone who comes in. It's not flawless; sometimes people fall through the

cracks. Welcome to reality. Despite promises, little is different, really; except increased problems and
increasing governmental involvement.
It’s about power; bureaucratic liberal busybodies, delighting in meddling in people’s lives, and telling people how to live.

Progressive politicians, on both sides, seeking as much influence as possible. "Progressive"; sounds nice, doesn't it?
Progressives however, favor empowering the Government over the Individual, and they're everywhere.

America rejects this, but it’s being forced upon us regardless. It's likely the Democrats are committing political suicide, yet

they seem perfectly willing to do so, and continue backing policies relatively few constituents actually support.  Healthcare
could almost certainly cost them the House and Senate. But understand --- government creates nothing but more
government. Washington recognizes and craves the power this represents.  It’s a huge step toward the completely

centralized government so many of them support. Democrats know they’re probably yielding the election, but are willing
to attempt ensuring that in the future intrusive Government ultimately becomes the deciding, overarching  factor in our

lives.
 
Sixty one percent of us --- stand fast, America.

CARTOONS  (gathered by Robert Denham)
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Near as can be seen -- firing hammer on gun is tagged "ISLAM"
and the column pedestal is labeled "Western Cradle", or something similar.

 


